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To the future of Tauranga BoroughDEDICATED: Fig II. Circa 1910. The Strand & original settlement Along the coastal lowlands kumara (sweet potato) grew well in the mild climate and there was plenty of 

aruhe (fern root). The forests around Tauranga (Hautere) were a valuable source of food such as berries 

and bird life, as well as providing timber for buildings and canoes. Because of its rich resources, the 

region has been continuously occupied by Maori tribes and periodically fought over, for more than seven 

centuries - (Tauranga Kete, ‘Tauranga Moana’) 
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ABSTRACT

Place: “a phenomenon always present in human life: “to be is to be in place” 

(Casey, 1993).

The water’s edge is a vital element in New Zealand’s natural environments and established communities. Development of 

industrial infrastructure along this threshold, has left many coastal settlements stagnant and slipping into demise, negatively 

impacting the connection with the land and people, while industries continue to thrive.  This research responds to this problem 

by exploring the potential of a place’s identity to become a catalyst to moderate the impact of industrial infrastructure on inner 

city consumption, community engagement and urban use. 

Tauranga City provides appropriate testing grounds for this research.  It has an under-utilized and uninspiring city centre, 

that suffers from the impact of industrial domination. The lack of diversity in civic and community spaces and opportunity 

for community engagement and interaction with Tauranga’s water’s edge has encouraged its community to move out of the 

city into more vibrant neighbouring suburbs and cities. This situation is contributing to the gradual demise of Tauranga City. 

This investigation considers the studies of Tauranga’s original settlement and evolution to its current condition, before 

turning to literature on place-making and resiliency for both people and environments. Appropriate and relevant cases from 

architectural practice, which address these urban issues, have been selected.  Applying these studies, a speculative design has 

been developed which also sources other literature for guidance and idea generation. 

This has resulted in a process of pro-grammatically representing place identity for spatial use, along with iteratively testing 

the organization and prioritisation of people and infrastructure within a city centre in a coastal context.  Exploring the 

potential for prioritizing people over infrastructure, has resulted in the realization that we must engage, involve and consult 

with people to mediate the displaced developments of community and the impact of growth of industrial activity.
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PREFACE

An uncertainty and concern for Tauranga City’s urban future was what 

motivated this thesis. Having grown up and resided in Tauranga for 

20 years and observing the displaced synergy between industrial and 

community evolution, forges a personal concern for the city’s identity, 

future community and stagnant city centre coastal environment.

Learning about the future expectations of Tauranga’s population and its 

sprawling condition, led to a speculative inquiry into how place identity 

can become an architectural catalyst for preparing our civic environments 

and communities for these expected urban issues.  

Interpreting Tauranga’s historic setting through imagery of how the city 

has industrially evolved in time, has produced a nostalgic attachment to 

the community of Tauranga Borough, which was established in 1882. 

This personal connection has led to an understanding of the programmatic 

characteristics and a desire to revive the dynamic spatial experiences that 

once existed, and for the urban setting to develop with relativity to its 

heritage and the culture of its people.
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Fig III.  View towards Mount Maunganui from 
Sulphur Point
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Fig IV.  Sunsets and infrastructure
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RESEARCH PROPOSITION

Within New Zealand coastal settlements, the 

water’s edge within its city centers has traditionally 

been prioritised around community and industrial 

usages.  Due to the growth of industrial 

infrastructure, this threshold often became 

consumed for the purposes of trade eventually 

leading to people desiring other locations for 

community inhabitation and engagement, most 

commonly suburbia if not further afield to more 

vibrant cities. This migration has in recent times 

become apparent as a significant issue for New 

Zealand’s smaller coastal cities as declining 

populations are causing their demise, and 

contributing to the growth of smaller suburban 

communities a short distance away. 

The demise of coastal cities is most obvious 

in the city centers where derelict spaces and 

derelict buildings dominate, and communities are 

increasingly made up of retired populations and 

short term inhabitants employed by the lucrative 

industries well established in these dying cities. 

The derelict centers, the lack of diversity in 

community structure and the lack of opportunity 

for community engagement further drives out 

the younger populations of a place. These issues 

are having a domino effect in a nation that is 

increasing in population; it puts huge pressures 

on New Zealand’s larger cities where massive 

shortages of housing and supportive infrastructure 

are causing unresolvable issues. What becomes 

obvious is that dying cities are unsustainable 

for New Zealand and an urgent solution to this 

problem needs to be found. 

A positive evolution of urban coastal edges that 

switches prioritization of place from industrial 

to human use has to occur for recovery to 

commence, however, when a location has 

remained stagnant, for an extensive period of time 

it requires an intervention that would revitalize 

and re-energise place.  This research explores 

how a city might revitalise itself in respect 

of its heritage and aspects of place and what 

characteristics of place are essential for the 

making of place that draws diverse segments 

of the community together for positive 

engagement with place and with each other. 

 

This generic decline and demise of a city is 

clearly evident in Tauranga City, particularly 

its urban coast and city center. The extensive 

growth of industrial infrastructure has 

caused the identity of place to become 

clouded and misinterpreted, affecting 

the contemporary and future state of the 

community, urban environment and heritage. 

 

The aim of this research is to develop an 

intervention through architectural design 

which will resolve the urban issues of a dying 

city centre. The design intervention focuses 

on prioritising community engagement 

and mediating the impacts of an industrial 

infrastructure through community activation 

and thereby, redefine the architectural 

vocabulary and processes of traditional 

civic architecture design to achieve a 

more contemporary outcome suited to a 

contemporary culture. 

 

Addressing these aims through a design 

led research will be relevant throughout the 

thesis process; initially using the information 

learned from place itself, using literature and 

cases, with the objective of positioning and 

advancing the research topic. An objective for 

the design process of this project is to develop 

early and contemporary usages of place and 

identities as a catalyst to address these issues. 

Tauranga Borough enriched in heritage of 

Tauranga’s origin has been identified as an 

appropriate site for this research.
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METHODOLOGY

The process of this research developed from a 

motivation to address Tauranga city’s derelict, 

stagnant and under populated inner city, with 

very little civic architecture within the ‘heart 

of the city’. Questions emerged, asking what 

place was, what it has become, and where it 

is heading and how the inevitable direction 

might be changed for its present and future 

surrounding population. 

Developing this hunch into a study of place, 

the research assesses the original coastal 

settlements, their gradual development of 

inner city coastal infrastructure, and the 

implications this once had and continues to 

have on its context and community. After 

discovering Tauranga’s place identity and 

urban condition, the research focused on a 

large portion of the inner city coastline for the 

testing of its revitalization and the creation of a 

positive urban condition respectively. Turning 

to literature, became a part of the process to 

inform design development, in an environment 

such as Tauranga, for considerations in 

advocating place and how community can 

engage in place-making. 

Touching on how practitioners have responded 

to civic space, the coastal edge and urban 

growth, provided a grounded study of relevant 

characteristics to speculate on in this particular 

context. At this stage a design experimentation 

emerged vigorously reorganizing and 

interpreting usages of space in a contemporary 

context.

SCOPE OF RESEARCH

This research scope is tailored to the desired 

outcomes and processes to achieve community 

orientated city scaled architecture on a selected 

coastal site. With the research heavily focusing on a 

significant urban issue common to smaller cities in 

New Zealand and in particular to industry focused 

cities, the processes and outcomes of this thesis may 

be adapted and applied to cities in New Zealand 

facing issues similar to Tauranga. This study creates 

awareness of how we can architecturally prioritize 

and plan our coastal environments for people and 

community in a resilient manner. With this focus, 

the research touches on topics primarily surrounding 

resilience and place making. The concept of place, 

having its own unique characteristics, this research 

adapts to this by more generally researching how a 

place can be resolved through its own identity and 

aspects that community contributes for an ongoing 

evolution. 
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THESIS STRUCTURE

This thesis begins with research through an investigation 

concerned with place and its development through time, 

before displaying relevant literature for an understanding 

and display of potential responses to adopt. Case studies 

exemplify various responses to coasts of public space, 

positioning the research with practical responses prior to 

responsive design processes. 

The thesis structure at this stage embodies design iterations 

and outcomes testing the larger organization of space within 

the site, before using these design findings to inform the 

process of developing an organizational system for civic 

place-making. This thesis structure is initially informed 

by the location and its identity, before revealing relevant 

research and architecturally responding to issues through 

design, thoroughly considering prioritisation of space 

between people and infrastructure. 
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NORTH ISLAND

TAURANGA

AUCKLAND

NEW PLYMOUTH HAWKES BAY

CHRISTCHURCH

DUNIDEN

WELLINGTON

SOUTH ISLAND

HAMILTON

Fig 1. 01.  New Zealand’s main coastal settlements, identifying Taurangas location

INTRODUCING PLACE:

Tauranga Borough

Once upon a time, within the isolated landmass of New Zealand, original settlements were established on our coasts. Maori communities established themselves 

along the naturally beautiful shorelines, centering “their settlement of the country around the harbours, internal waterways and estuaries” (Falconer 104). 

With the arrival of colonial settlers, bringing a new and industrialized ways of life, as well as battling local Maori for land, European settlers adapted these 

environments but “with added emphasis on founding ports in the handful of deeper harbours” (Falconer 104). These coastal developments gained momentum 

through time, monopolizing the reclamation of land, continuing the construction of ports and supportive infrastructure for the railways and to accommodate the 

demands of the automobile.

NEW ZEALAND 
COASTAL SETTLEMENTS

Fig 1. 02. Original coastal settlements of local Maori people  and their connection 
to the coast 

Fig 1. 03.  New Zealand’s bi-cultural communities on coastal environments with 
segregated settlements
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Fig 1. 04. The Elms Mission 
House, Tauranga Mission Station

‘Tauranga’, translating to ‘safe anchorage’ or ‘resting place’ (Tauranga Kete, ‘Tauranga Moana’), continues to be subject to these 

evolutionary changes along New Zealand urban coast lines. This coastal settlement and its original settlers, the local Maori tribes were 

initially integrated with the Church Missionary Society in 1826, decades after Captain James Cook spotted the monumental land mass of 

Mount Maunganui in 1769 (Tauranga Kete, ‘Tauranga Moana’). 

With the European’s desire to take hold of Tauranga, there were increased issues between settlers and locals, battling for the right to place 

(Vennell, 27), a representation which Falconer  depicts as an inseparable relationship between the physical and spiritual world (222). These 

conflicts resulted in the arrival of the military to Tauranga in January 1864 (Tauranga Kete, ‘European Timeline’). The great land wars began 

with the battle of Gate Pa on April 1864 with Maori being victorious, and 7 weeks later the final battle of Te Ranga resulted in an imperial 

troops victory (Tauranga Kete, ‘events significant to Maori’) concluding the land and establishing the future development of Tauranga’s 

coastal settlement.

COLONISATION OF TAURANGA

Fig 1. 05. Sketch of the mission house as seen from the north in 1848 and 
landing of local people 

Fig 1. 06. Tauranga Borough in 1864 around the time of the battle of Gate Pa 
and arrival of English military from Auckland
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Fig 1. 07. Tauranga Borough’s inital man made connections with the city to sea

After the European’ settlers claimed ownership of land, they established Tauranga Borough in 1882 (Tauranga Kete, ‘European Timeline’). 

Originating in the current central business district is an urban environment enriched with heritage sites sacred to Maori and European people 

from the 1300’s and 1850’s respectively. The collective people of this settlement began utilizing the inner harbour due to the Borough’s coastal 

interaction, through use of space for recreation and coastal transportation. With this place’s popularity, its urban community started expanding in 

population and built development linking other coastal and inland settlements, becoming Tauranga County before moving to its current status as 

Tauranga City (Tauranga Kete, ‘European Timeline’).

TAURANGA BOROUGH

Fig 1. 08. 1920. Tauranga Borough viewed from The Strand Circa Fig 1. 09. The Strand, Tauranga from the northern end 
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Fig 1. 10. Tauranga Borough’s urban planning

“We really need to care about the people we’re designing for, understand what they’re dreams, desires 
and priorities are, and use that understanding as the driving force of the work we put forward.” 

Bjarke Ingels
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Fig 1. 11. Fisherman near 1st Avenue, with local community bath in right of background Fig 1. 12. Tauranga – Mount Ferry Service, established by the Faulkner Brothers. Fig 1. 13. P-Class racing in front of ‘The Strand’ in Tauranga Harbour Fig 1. 14. 1949. Borough from above ft. 
The East Coast Trunk Line

“We rode, had boats, we did a lot of sailing and that sort of thing. 
My younger brother had the first p-class, Tauranga Class, boat 
which was a little 7-footer and a man named Highet built it and 
Frank bought it and he used to sail up to school in it sometimes” 

Mrs Frances Poole (Rendell, 110)

“This photograph of the Central Business District shows the 
railway line running along the waterfront. In 1962 and 1972 

reclamation for car parking further distanced The Strand from the 
harbour. The Town Wharf built at the end of Wharf Street in 1871 

was later renamed Coronation Pier for the coronation of George VI 
in 1937. The Pier was demolished in 2008”

(Rendell, 9)
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Fig 1. 15. Northern view of Tauranga Strand and the wharf extended out of Wharf Street Fig 1. 16. Wharf Street, sorting local goods
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Fig 1. 17. 1922. Railway bridge construction, southern end of The Strand 

My father was so angry. He said, “what a crime to put the rail 
along the front of the town”. Anyhow they didn’t take any notice of 
that. I think his ideas were a bit ahead of them and they regretted it 

afterwards.”
 

- Mrs Vera Cross, 112

Fig 1. 18. Circa 1920. Railway construction and land reclamation
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Fig 1. 19. 1922. Construction of the first wharf on the Mount  
Maunganui side of the Tauranga Harbour 

Fig 1. 20. Construction of the first deep water wharf in front of the 
monumental Mount Maunganui

Fig 1. 21. Early 1920’s. Mount Wharf and Rail Bridge construction

Fig 1. 22. Laying concrete in the intial stages of reclamation at the  
Tauranga Borough Peninsula

Through analysis of imagery and literature, it is evident that 

the aspects that make up the place’s identity, especially human 

aspects of coastal interaction slowly deteriorated within the 

Boroughs segment of the harbour.

This urban environment through time was being dictated by 

the necessity for industrial infrastructure and the developing 

coastal land-form of the Borough’s peninsula. Construction 

of the East Coast Main Trunk Line directly cut through the 

water’s edge of Tauranga Borough enclosing the settlement, 

its people and heritage locations within its natural landscape.

An evolving shoreline at the peninsula of the Borough, became 

progressively larger through time, before eventually becoming 

reclaimed for the Port of Tauranga. Within Matthews & 

Matthews Ltd. Heritage study of Tauranga, they believe “this 

turned out to be the beginning… which effected the views 

from the historic mission property and cemetery (Matthews & 

Matthews Architects Ltd.). 

Over the following decades, Tauranga continued growing 

its economy and urban environment through importing and 

exporting goods, eventually creating a man-made division 

between the settlement and its coastline

INDUSTRIAL BEGINNINGS

Fig 1. 23. Tauranga Peninsula growing prior to full 
reclamation for the Port
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Fig 1. 24. 1943 Fig 1. 25. 1959 Fig 1. 26. 1977

Original landscape prior to man made interventions 

and naturally occuring changes to the environment. 

Suburban areas of today contained orchards, farming 

and rural conditions

Through time the landscape developed with the tide 

creating a sandbar in front of the original Mission 

Station. The spot proved to be a key spot for reclamation 

within the city centre

Reclamation begun on the peninsula of Tauranga 

Borough, and land ownership was with the port. This 

development of land enclosed the enriched heritage of 

the city as well the urban potentials

TAURANGA BOROUGH through time

Fig 1. 27. 2011 Fig 1. 28. 2015, the 
current ci 

Development of infrastructure was evolving at a rapid rate within the 

reclaimed peninsula of Tauranga Borough. The original settlement 

maintained its typology within the city centre and has become 

stagnant in comparison to its suburban growth.
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Fig 1. 29.  Left: View from The Elms Mission Station looking north off Tauranga Peninsula 
prior to reclamation

what once was

Fig 1. 30. Right: Tauranga Peninsula currently, after reclamation

what is now
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Fig 1. 31. Left: Stacked containers

Fig 1. 32. Above: Sulphur Point within Tauranga Harbour
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Fig 1. 33. Left: Stacked timber for exports

Fig 1. 34. Left: Coastal edge of Mount Maunganui in Tauranga Harbour
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Prioritising infrastructure on the coastal edge has transitioned 

the harbour into an industrially dominated zone. This shift 

effected peoples connection with place, evident through time, 

that the Borough can be perceived as transitioning from the 

world’s “prettiest seaside village – especially old Tauranga” 

(Rendell and Kean 5) to an urban area with an industrialised 

identity, exploited of its characteristics of place that historically 

drew people to the place.

The port and trade does have positive implications for the 

community of becoming part of Tauranga’s identity generating 

wealth and capital for local people and the economy. However 

its effects on our landscapes and continual consumption of 

the inner city coast line, through industrial and roading 

infrastructure has led to ongoing urban and social issues not 

only for the coastal settlement but also the greater urban area.

GREATER ISSUE: INNER CITY COASTAL USAGE

Fig 1. 35. Cranes and trade consuming the peninsula and harbours edge, taken from Mount Maunganui

With the ports footprint scaring 188 hectares of landscapes 

within the city centre, and its infrastructure enclosing the 

coastal settlement through road and rail infrastructure, 

there is continual displacement in the synergy between 

social and industrial development in Tauranga’s city 

urban environment. Prioritizing industrial infrastructure, 

has led to a stagnant city centre for people, effecting the 

wellbeing of the collective community. The resulting land 

has led to people decentralizing and sprawling to more 

inviting environments, most commonly suburbia. All of 

these issues create an even greater concern for the future 

community and environment of Tauranga Borough. When 

the resulting urban issues of this industrialized urban area 

are considered, with the predicted population growth of 

Tauranga City and the wider Western Bay of Plenty, it 

develops a hunch to mediate the issues and prioritize the 

collective community. 

Industrial and social displaced 

spatial priorities in  Tauranga Harbour

Current priority: Industrial

Response: Combine 

industrial and social 

through infrastructure

Displaced development

Mount

indu strial

indu strialsocial

social

Tauranga

integration

Fig 1. 36. Above: Showcasing synergy between industrial 
and social

Fig 1. 37. Right: Mapping industrial and social coastal usage 
within Tauranga Harbour
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SUBURBAN CAPACITIES

Fig 1. 38. Top: The coastal threshold along Papamoa beach
Fig 1. 39. Above: Highest and lowest percentage of suburban capacity remaining, with Omokoroa and 
Papamoa East, outlying suburbs containing the highest remaining percentage, leading to continual sprawl

Omokoroa

Waihi Beach

Papamoa East

Pyes Pa

92 %

16 %

100 %0 %

46 %

7 %

Fig 1. 40. Map showing places and suburbs 
of Tauranga as well as the most intriguing 
suburban capacities

Within the location of Tauranga, suburbs are 

growing at a rapid rate, with high proportions 

of suburban capacities still available for 

residential growth. People’s desire for the 

¼ acre section for residential properties 

is still evident, reducing the remaining 

capacity of land at an increasing rate while 

simultaneously causing suburban and 

community disconnection.
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FASHION ISLAND, 
PAPAMOA

Car parking

Commercialised public space

COMMUNITY SHOPPING HUB,
BETHLEHEM

FRASER COVE, 
JUDEA 

BAYFAIR, 
MOUNT MAUNGANUI

Fig 1. 42. Above: Diagramming the 
consumption of space motor vehicles are 
having in these public spaces

COMMERCIALISED HUBS 
OF SUBURBIA

Within these desired suburbs of living, the 

public infrastructure for the community 

is often provided through the means of a 

largely intensified commercial development, 

engaging with branded national chains more 

than local community. These spaces produce 

selfish results for our urban environments 

to deal with, encouraging the use of the 

motor vehicle with copious amounts of car 

parking in the surroundings. Developing 

such infrastructure even occurs near the 

beautiful shorelines, creating vulnerable built 

environments which lack resiliency with the 

unexpected nature of our coastal lines and 

climate.  

Fig 1. 41. Left: Suburbia in Papamoa. Housing, 
commercialized hubs and coastlines
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Private Vehicle

Work Vehicle

Walked/Cycle

52%

14%

4%

Transportation to Work

Public Transport options

Ferry Rail Private Vehicle Bicycle/Pedestrian

TRANSPORTATION

Tauranga requiring a high capacity of inner city 

roading infrastructure for the transportation of 

goods to and from the port, only encourages 

the reliance on the motor vehicle.  Combined 

with the implications of trade on community 

and place, the city’s sprawling nature and 

increase in commercialized hubs, this issues is 

only going to continue.

Fig 1. 43. Vital roading infrastructure lying on the threshold between heritage sites in the city centre and industrially 
prioritised reclaimed land

Fig 1. 44. Most alarming modes of transport to work, 52% private motor vehicle, with the second most popular being the 
work vehicle of 14%, and a unfortunately low pedestrian or cyclists at 4%. Remaining population worked at home or did 
not attend during statistical recording

what is expected

Fig 1. 45. Cranes hogging space
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Historic population analysis

Demographic information from Census Data 

NZ shows Tauranga’s current population in 

relation to age and ethnicity, indicating the 

make-up of the cities greater community. 

However this population is expected to 

become more diverse, as Vaughan states in 

November 2015, migrants are becoming 

more prevalent in population growth, with 

“4693 settling in the Bay in the year ending 

July 2015, up 18.1% on the previous year” 

(Vaughan).

 

Fig 1. 47. Above: Tauranga City, shows a high proportion of European people which is expected to diversify with 
migration of other cultures into the Bay of Plenty

Fig 1. 48. Above: Showcasing the high proportion of European people aged 65+ compared to the national average, as 
well as the comparison between Tauranga’s Maori and European age groups

URBAN MIGRATION

An inter-city polycentrism has been created 

between Hamilton, Auckland and Tauranga. 

With the over capacitated state of Auckland’s 

urban setting and the desirable qualities of 

Tauranga landscapes, people are rapidly 

migrating to this location, “making the region 

one of the fastest growing areas in the country” 

(Vaughan). More precisely, this is occurring 

with people who are searching for “better 

weather, better prospects or lower house 

prices” (E.N.Z) aspects which are a part of 

Tauranga’s place identity. The Bay of Plenty 

and in particular Tauranga “have become 

popular retirement areas owing to their warm, 

sunny climate” (E.N.Z.) causes an even greater 

population increase accommodating the baby-

boomer’s. 

Fig 1. 46. Above: Urban polycentrism between Hamilton, Auckland and Tauranga of business and population migration
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POPULATION STUDY

1996          77,778

2001            90,906

1991           66,738 

2021                          151,200   

2006            103,632

2013            114,789

1901 945

1931    2930

1881    1258                             First Recorded Population 

1941     3910

1951            7823

1962   14,150

1946   17th - 23rd Avenue (Tauranga South) 1949   Otumoetai East and Judea 1958   Maungatapu and Hirini

1959   Western Otumoetai 1963   Greerton

1964               21,500

 Tauranga Borough Established 1882

Locations added to ‘Tauranga’ 

 Tauranga City

Recreation of Census Information (Statistics NZ) + Tauranga Historic Survery (Page 13)

Population through time

Current population

Expected population

Fig 1. 49. Above: Studying Taurangas growth in population

A study dating back to 1881 reveals when the suburbs were added to the location of Tauranga, and the impacts they had on the 

population. Besides this evidence, the more alarming literature points to the expected population, with a huge proportion increase 

expected by 2021, due to the migration within New Zealand, more precisely the upper North Island and particularly the urban 

connection between Auckland, Hamilton and Tauranga.

Fig 1. 50. Dancing cranes
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Fig 2. 01. Stitched imagery of The Strand from The Harbour Bridge

SITE
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PO
R
T

A site which encompasses all of these aspects 

of Tauranga’s evolutionary changes over time 

is desirable; this enables the use of past events, 

usages and changes as a device to revitalize 

the city centre to address the current urban and 

community issues. As well as this, it is a site 

which can respond to the research in a wider 

scope testing the necessities and abilities of 

place making and resiliency in New Zealand 

coastal environments. 

Within the boundary of the old Borough and 

the current CBD of Tauranga City, a stagnant 

reclaimed site lies on the coastal edge which is 

separated from the natural land and inner urban 

area by the East Coast Trunk Line. This site 

lies on the waterfront of the supposed centre of 

Tauranga and has become more under-utilized 

as time progresses. An area as such can be seen 

as an ideal context for the research as the site 

has potential to become the focal point of the 

city, supporting urban connectivity through 

transportation and the desire for a city centre 

community hub. 

Fig 2. 02. Previous Spread: Site map of area for intervention 

Fig 2. 03. Left: Segregation of the centres natural and reclaimed

SITE SELECTION

Fig 2. 04. Infrastructure and landscapes
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197719591943 2016

SITE THROUGH TIME

The site through time can be seen as developing 

from having a connection between the 

threshold of water and land to a place divided 

by accommodation of the motor vehicle and 

the development of railway for industrial 

transport. 

This development has driven people and 

community away from the city centre out 

to more humanized spaces of the city, most 

commonly found in  suburbia. Observing the 

changes to the coast in time shows that the 

waterfront site within the city centre has gone 

from being prioritized around people and their 

desirable activities, to accommodating private 

transportation and using the site as a threshold 

to the port. This degradation of the inner city’s 

identity through time, compared to the suburbs 

of Tauranga, can be attributed to a lack of 

inner city centre development and sense of 

community. 

This makes the site appropriate and highly 

relevant as a testing ground for how urban 

issues in New Zealand coastal settlements can 

be resolved through using places identity as a 

catalyst, speculating how the city centre can 

be revitalizing through a sense of place. With 

this research being particularly focused on the 

future of Tauranga’s city centre, the research 

also generally observes how place-making 

and infrastructure can support a growing New 

Zealand coastal settlement.

Fig 2. 05. Site through time

Fig 2. 06. Left: Sites current condition
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Fig 2. 07. Tauranga’s city centre from above Fig 2. 08. Looking North along the edge

1.  URBAN CONDITION

Immediate issue: Flood prone urban coast 

2.  WATERS EDGE OF SITE

IMMEDIATE SITE ISSUES

Immediate issue: Under utilized city centre coast

SITE
PORT

Fig 2. 09. Play grounds and trains

Fig 2. 10. Right: Signage found on  
site displaying its user friendliness 

3. INDUSTRIAL INFRASTRUCTURE

Immediate issue: Disconnection between city to sea 
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URBAN CONDITION

With the immediate site and northern areas 

along the coast line being zoned as flood prone 

environments, this significant hazard needs to 

be addressed because of its location within the 

original settlement of Tauranga and the current 

CBD. Expectations of sea level rise make the 

consequences for the environment even more 

alarming, with the site containing railway 

linkages. 

With this fixed infrastructure being the only rail 

access from Hamilton and Auckland using the 

East Coast Trunk Line to the Port of Tauranga, 

it is critical for economic development in the 

area. Responding to our coastlines with civic 

architecture can be provocative to Tauranga’s 

coastlines and other urban coastal settlements in 

the Western Bay.

Immediate issue: Flood prone urban coast

Fig 2. 11. Mapping divisions of CBD spatial zoning 
within Tauranga’s city centre, displaying where site is 
situated along the coastal edge

SITE
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WATERS EDGE OF SITE

Immediate issue: Stagnant CBD waterfront

Community engagement with the water’s 

edge is difficult within the city centre 

primarily due to the East Coast Trunk Line. A 

clear undulation on the threshold of the coast 

is evident, creating more of a barrier than an 

interactive edge. With a lot of Tauranga’s 

culture being relevant to this verge we call 

the coast, it is important that the city centre 

supports this in its built environments and 

infrastructure, reconnecting people with the 

waterfront. Although coastal interaction is 

still possible in the area, its encouragement 

for the community to interact is lacking. 

To the north of the sites edge, commercial 

usages on the coast can be seen to provide 

for the people with fisheries docking and 

distributing their product. This coastal 

interaction is precedential for the community, 

creating jobs, supporting the local economy 

and providing space for the general public. 

Fig 2. 12. Commercial fisheries north of the site
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Fig 2. 13. Top: Stagnant coastal edge, displaying a clear undulation between the threshold and  
 unpopulated space within the site 

Fig 2. 14. Bottom Left: Dinghy’s waiting for people. 

Fig 2. 15. Bottom Right: All that remains to connect the land with the sea 

Fig 2. 16. Right: Map highlighting the sites connection with coast and current usages of car  
 parking, commercial fisheries and open space

SPATIAL USAGE

Car parking

Commercial 

fisheries

Public space
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Immediate issue: Fixed infrastructure dividing coasts

CITY TO SEA

Development of the East Coast Trunk Line has caused 

a separation with the city centres waterfront site and 

its built environment. Reconnecting this threshold of 

land and water within coastal settlements is desirable 

not only for the people but because it’s an opportunity 

to revitalise the city centre from its stagnant state. 

With the necessity of this fixed infrastructure along 

the coast line, and the inability to relocate it due to the 

cities terrain, analysis leads towards the conclusion 

any attempt to reconnect the waters edge and the city 

needs to work with this and other dividing lines. ‘The 

Strand’ running parallel to the trunk line concludes 

the city’s streets running perpendicular to the coast. 

This discontinuation of the streetscapes to the water’s 

edge produces yet another undesirable divide and 

thereby undesirable atmosphere within an urban 

context, falling short of the city centres potential. Due 

to these disconnections from a key aspect of place, 

coastal interaction and lack of activation from people, 

the identity of the city has become misrepresented 

through its built environment.

Fig 2. 17. The current infrastructural division of the ECTL 
through the site

Fig 2. 18. Pedestrian connection through to site 

Fig 2. 19. ECTL looking North 

Fig 2. 20. ECTL looking South 

Fig 2. 21.  Disconnection between the urban area and coastal edge from the ECTL
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HERITAGE SURROUNDING SITE

Surrounding the immediate site to the north, 

many heritage sites can be found, some of 

which have been preserved however many 

heritage sites bypass public interest because 

of there lack of exposure, as well as there 

disconnection with the city centre. A richness 

lies in these landscapes with there stories and 

ingrained heritage relevant to how this coastal 

settlement came to be and the difficulties it has 

faced during its evolution. Urban development 

of these locations and the walkways connecting 

them offers an opportunity for community 

engagement and restoration of the sites through 

humanizing space and showcasing the history 

of Tauranga Borough.

Fig 2. 22. The Elms Mission House, Tauranga Mission Station,  maintained heritage in Tauranga’s city centre 

Fig 2. 23. Above: Stagnant environments in the city centre encasing heritage and aspects of Tauranga’s history 

Fig 2. 24. Right: Map highlighting the heritage locations within Tauranga City and their proximity to site
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+ SITE+

‘THE HUB’ 
CONNECTING THE CBD WITH ITS 

SURROUNDINGS THROUGH 
THE CITIES ARTERIES

 + SITE AS:
Through the development of Tauranga as 

a place, this site lies amidst the material 

and immaterial issues that have occurred, 

cumulatively representing the social and 

industrial synergy as well as Tauranga’s arising 

urban issues in relation to our population and 

environment. With the community effects 

of local businesses and general public 

decentralizing the city centre combined with 

the environmental issues surrounding motor 

vehicle dependency, this site aims to address 

these issues, planning as well as creating a 

community and transportation hub for the 

greater Tauranga. Intensifying the site within 

the CBD will need to consider many aspects 

relevant to the place and overall research, 

with the most pressing concerns looking 

at this coastal locations identity and the 

prioritisation between industrial infrastructure 

and community space.

Fig 2. 25. Left: Map of greater Tauranga area 
showing how the ECTL and potential water pathways 
for movement

Fig 2. 26. Right: Model imagery exploring 
connectivity and places with capacity
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Fig 2. 27. The harbours typical working day
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“Place identity is acknowledged as an important topic in the fields of 
geography, environmental psychology, urban and ecological sociology, 

urban design, and architecture” 

(Wennberg 6)

+ LITERATURE REVIEW
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IDENTITY & PLACE
making

“Natural and built environment, community, culture and heritage are the 
building blocks of identity”

(Falconer, 235)

Falconer discusses successful towns and cities 

in New Zealand as having a strong “identity 

and sense of place that builds on the unique 

strengths and characteristics of each place and 

reflects our Kiwi culture” (Falconer 235). 

Disconnection of suburbs from their city 

centre, produces satellite or neighbourhood 

communities, isolated from the original 

settlements which are often enriched in 

heritage, nostalgic events and characteristics 

of place. This creates a problematic situation 

of regathering historic and contemporary 

identity so community as a whole can create a 

sense of ‘place’ within Tauranga Borough.

Hauge defines “Identity” as the “distinguishing 

characters or personality of an individual, 

linked to specific aspects of self-definition” 

(46). When place identity is applied to urban 

space, it can be defined as a “substructure of 

self-identity… comprised of perceptions and 

comprehensions regarding the environment” 

(Hauge 46).  Within this interpretation of the 

concept of place identity, Wennberg generalizes 

it into three categories:  significance place, 

people and meaning.

Through these definitions of Hauge and 

Wennberg, it is fair to say that the architectural 

creation of place can empower the individual 

and collective community, through 

programmatic and impromptu usages of space

PLACE IDENTITY?IDENTITY + SPRAWL
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Place making is a collaborative process with 

the purpose of “inspiring people to collectively 

re imagine and reinvent public spaces” (PPS, 

“Placemaking 101”). Today’s place making 

represents a comeback for community 

(Silberberg) focusing on the “physical, cultural 

and social identities that make up our built 

environments” (PPS, “Placemaking 101”).

Ideologies of place-making have always 

advocated a shift from prioritising the inner 

city on infrastructure and function to one 

which “returns public space to the people” 

(Silberberg 5) . PPS discusses place making as 

only becoming a consistent term in the 1990’s, 

with its ideologies dating back to the 1960’s 

(PPS, “Placemaking 101”), “designing cities 

for people, not just cars and shopping centres”.

Current successes of these public spaces 

depends heavily on the environments industrial 

condition post 20th century and its ‘urbanity’, 

which Castello discusses as an inner city’s 

ability to provide ‘ways of life, opportunities 

for choices, options, exchange, interaction and 

interchange’ (22). Silberberg of M.I.T, reveals 

the social goals as “social capital, increasing 

civic engagement and advocating for the right 

to the city” (7), bringing out the richness in 

an urban areas public environments through 

people and interaction. 

PLACE-MAKING 

“The canon of placemaking’s past taught us valuable lessons 
about how to design great public places while painting the seeds 
for a robust understanding of how everyday places, third places, 

foster civic connections and build social capital. The placemakers 
of tomorrow will build on this legacy by teaching us valuable 

lessons about how the making process builds and nurtures 
community” (DUSPMIT)

Fig. 3.01. The Virtuous Cycle of Place making, revealing the unstructured organisation of 
place making, with the characteristics all becoming interconnected

This ideal planning method is a generic 

grounding to build upon, with contemporary 

creators and planners developing this research, 

continuing to develop the scope and abilities 

of this topic. 

With this development there is an evident 

change in how people are prioritized in our 

cities to future proof our community, instead 

of commercializing and exploiting place. This 

understanding is rephrased by Fred Kent of 

Project for Public Spaces simple as “place 

making is an act of doing something. It’s not 

planning, it’s doing. That’s what’s so powerful 

about it”.

MIT Department of Urban Studies reveals 

‘The Virtuous Cycle of Place Making’ which 

reveals a fluid model, as Silberberg discusses 

there is no orderliness in place making; “like 

all true democratic processes, it is – and must 

be – chaotic” (Silberberg, 12). It can be said 

that this lack of certainty and structure is 

appropriate due to the autonomous nature of 

our cities. Silberberg further resonates the 

mind-set of using these diagrams purely as 

guides, assessing the diagram in relation to 

our societies, like anything “opinions clash, 

motives contradict, strong personalities 

dominate and the entire process can get side-

tracked” (Silberberg, 12). 

Within this complex phenomenon there is no 

fixed answer to what makes these place making 

projects successful instead the answers lie in 

“ongoing iteration and adaption” (Silberberg, 

12) of not just industry professionals but also 

community members. 

Fig. 3.02.  MIT discusses the importance of people 
and their community engagement
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‘Project for Public Spaces’, an online source 

aimed at promoting the necessity and ideas 

behind place making, reveal the important 

characteristics to consider. A hierarchy is 

developed of ‘key attributes, intangibles and 

measurements’ related to people when creating 

successful places. It would be phenomenal to 

achieve all of these aspects within a place, 

however PPS identifies the four key attributes 

of ‘sociability, uses & activities, access & 

linkages and comfort & image’ with their 

diagram of ‘What makes a great place’. 

Drawing from this theory on place-making 

it is apparent that emotive qualities of space 

are not only considerations when designing 

for community, but measurements of success 

when in use. Reinforcing MIT’s opinions on 

addressing city issues, “in a way that transcends 

physical place and empowers communities to 

address these challenges on an ongoing basis.” 

(Silberberg, 27).  

“For many decades the solution to snarled traffic has been to build 
more and bigger roads. Place-making can transform transportation 
from the primary engine of community degradation to the driving 

force of community development” (Project for Public Spaces)

Fig. 3.03. Left: PPS revealing the key attributes, intangibles and measurements of ‘place’

Fig. 3.04. Right: People inhabiting space to make place
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These frameworks and considerations 

provided by authors show that the planning 

and designing of urban environments can 

only prepare a ‘space’ for the community to 

integrate with and create ‘place’, as Fred Kent 

of PPS states, “place making is an act of doing 

something. It’s not planning, it’s doing. That’s 

what’s so powerful about it.” (Silberberg 9) 

Place making as a whole can be conceived as 

an active, ongoing collaboration between the 

planners of space and members of the public, 

truly designing space for the people, by the 

people.

PPS also provide “ten strategies for 

transforming cities and public spaces through 

place making”, influencing the social, cultural, 

economic, and architectural/urban conditions 

of these places.

REVITALISATION THROUGH 
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

Fig. 3.05. Above: PPS believes that having 10 attributes at the various scales is what makes successful 
places resilient

Utilize the power of 10+ (neighbourhoods with 10 places that are good)

Link public health agenda to public space agenda

Create a comprehensive public space agenda

Start small, experiment using a “lighter quicker cheaper” approach

Restructure government to support public space 

Improve streets as places

Create squares and parks as multi-use destinations

Build local economies through markets

Design buildings to support places

Reinvent community planning

.2

.5

.8

.3

.6

.9

.10

.1

.4

.7

Fig. 3.06. Above: 10 considerations for creating successful public spaces

Fig. 3.07. Right: Demonstrating engagement at the human scale
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With place making being focused on ‘the 

construction of place’ through community 

engagement, Castello discusses place marketing 

as being relative to the financial and economic 

development of place, playing a “decisive role 

in the administration and economic conditions 

governing the construction of new places 

and cities” (Castello 24). This globalization 

of places can consume local businesses 

reflective of people and their environments, as 

it “threatens to replace local distinctness with 

global sameness” (Wennberg, 13). However, 

if people embrace place, it has potential to 

become a powerful contemporary instrument 

for local businesses and economies to create 

capital, closing the gap between the reality 

and the phenomenological, urbanity. Sorkin, 

who Castello described as being an influential 

contributor to the “role of marketing in the 

construction of place” (23) supports the idea 

with his discussions on “such design is based 

in the same calculus as advertising, the idea of 

pure image-ability” (Sorkin xiv).

PLACE MAKING VS. PLACE MARKETING

Fig. 3.08. Castello diagrams how place making and place 
marketing are made of the same considerations, explaining the 
ease in ruining place for economic benefits

This freedom in creation becomes 

competitive, attracting competitors local or 

global, advocating community and capital 

respectively. A clear division becomes evident 

between place marketing and planning for 

place making, determinate on the priority of 

people or profit. Sassen and Roost defends, 

stating that “since the 1980’s, there has been 

rapid growth in the use of urbanity as an 

advertising tool (147). 

However this is to be expected in the 21st 

century as there becomes an “increased 

linkage between culture and the economy 

as cultural resources become strategic tools 

for economic growth”. These changes have 

positive connotations of providing “new 

opportunities for urban revitalisation and 

entrepreneurialism” for local economies, but 

has impinging effects on the pure community 

of place. 

“‘Identity’ is currently a battleground of social relationships in a dispersive global world, in 
which physical place has been replaced by what Castells calls a new global constitution of a 
“a space of flows and timeless time” - (Falconer, 239)
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RESILIENCY IN 
COASTAL ENVIRONMENTS

Resilience of New Zealand coastal 

environments is exceedingly becoming an 

urban issue, with the predicted unprecedented 

implications which our communities are yet 

to experience. Awareness of this global issue 

is improving with ‘planning for sea-level 

rise becoming more common” (IPCC Fifth 

Assessment Report, New Zealand Findings).

An example presented by the IPCC 

(International Panel of Climate Change) states 

that “to make transformational change we 

must accommodate or avoid flood risk” as it 

is a predetermined force we as people cannot 

physically counteract. Instead it is one we can 

reduce the growing effects of, and prepare for 

through urban and architectural planning.

Within the fifth assessment report for New 

Zealand the key environmental risks are 

identified by the IPCC. ‘Flood damage to 

settlements and infrastructure’ and ‘increased 

risks to coastal…with widespread damage if 

the more severe projections are realized’. These 

are identified as key risks due to there being 

“strong reliable research with multiple lines 

of evidence” and because for communities, 

“adaption could be difficult”. Contemporary 

research around planning and responding 

to these issues is still in development as 

“responding to climate related risks involves 

making decisions and taking action in the face 

of continuing uncertainty” (NZCCC, “New 

Zealand Findings”). These predictions cannot 

be acted on instantly as NIWA (National 

Institute of Water and Atmospheric Research) 

outlines the main uncertainty around 

frequency, magnitude, timeframes, but more 

importantly, “projecting the future changes in 

our communities”. (NIWA, 18)

EXPECTATIONS FOR COASTAL ENVIRONMENTS
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   UNCERTAINTIES 

• When and how often (frequency) these 

effects could occur 

• The magnitude of effects likely to 

occur in a given time-frame

• The future trajectory of natural climate 

variability and extremes

• Downscaling global-average  

projections of climate change down to 

local or regional impacts

• The timeframe we need for  

considering any actions which will 

assist with adaptation

• Projecting the future changes in our 

communities

Fig. 3.09. Implications for environments surrounding waterways and coastlines, displaying a need for resiliency Fig. 3.10. NZCCC outlines the uncertainties of our 
coastal environments moving into the future

Despite this uncertainty, NIWA discusses 

how ‘local government and communities 

can continue to make decisions” (NIWA, 

19). Relating mainly towards how adapting 

to these changes we are inevitably going to 

experience, requires involvement from social, 

cultural, economic and technical elements. As 

well as pro-actively adapting and planning 

for these changes, there are options around 

reactive planning described as “options that 

address the effects of a hazard once it has 

occurred”. Although this can be perceived 

as an undesirable option, it has more of 

an “emphasis on protecting property or 

infrastructure at immediate risk” ( (NIWA 20). 

These options “restrict coastal processes by 

‘holding the shoreline’ with structures”.

 

These decisions and actions need to be ongoing 

as the realities unfold. Besides this uncertainty, 

initial steps can be taken to reduce “exposure 

to present climate vulnerability” (NZCCC, 

“New Zealand Findings”).
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A year after Hurricane Sandy effected the 

USA’s coastal environments and public 

infrastructure, collective architects in New 

York City discussed the issues that can arise, 

the differed severities and what this taught 

the architects and collective community. 

Architecturally, there is a responsibility within 

public contexts to create built environments 

which are resilient to the unexpected changes 

on our coastlines. O’Brien discusses resiliency 

away from its traditional definition of a 

places ability to ‘bounce back’, and stresses 

the importance of implementing “strategies 

to help it better adapt to future threats”. The 

most successful of which, involve place 

making through community. Place-making 

extends into the paradigms of resilient coastal 

environments as “the future of resilient cities 

depends on residents and their investment in, 

and involvement with, the places in which they 

live” (O’Brien).

Gluck, Principal of firm GLUCK+ begins 

the dialogue, discussing how “architects can 

design their buildings that are within the flood 

zones to withstand the flood”. Differing from 

Manfredi’s desirable ideologies stating that 

“we should not rely on a single methodology 

for accommodating events like flooding”. This 

supports IPCC 5th report in discussion towards 

‘accommodating’ flood risk, with the need for 

“multidisciplinary approaches to shaping sites 

and engaging infrastructure” (Manfredi). “ His 

perception of infrastructure, often perceived 

as being ‘hard and inflexible’ instead he states 

“we can rely on soft 

HOW CAN ARCHITECTURE RESPOND TO 
COASTAL ENVIRONMENTS AT THREAT?
- HURRICANE SANDY RESPONSE

infrastructure” as a solution to vulnerable flood 

zones, allowing them to “gradually release 

large quantities of water over time”.

Craig Dykers, principal of Snohetta 

provides a sensitive perception of how we 

can reduce the risk and effects. Supporting 

statements surrounding the economic effects 

of accumulating infrastructure and assets 

as protective measures (NZCCC), “it is 

important to look at small-scale solutions 

and legislative guidelines to help prevent loss 

of life or property” (Dykers). He continues, 

discussing the necessity for immediacy and 

naturally augmented shorelines, applicable to 

many built environments that border coasts 

or waterways. Dianna Balmori of Balmori 

Associates has relatable responses as she 

supports these, stating, “we need to change to 

sustainable systems NOW, not in the future” 

(3), through the use of soft systems instead of 

fixed infrastructure. These can include green 

roofs, green streets, rain gardens, pervious 

paving, linear parks and floating landscapes, 

all immediately implementable due to their 

soft and ease of construction.
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Fig 2. 28. Coastlines of Mount Maunganui in winter
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Fig 4. 01. A posing Tschumi 

CASE STUDIES
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Fig 4. 06. Above: Tschumi’s idea of program on the ‘surface’ of his organizational system prioritizing 
people 

Fig 4. 05. The superimposed organization of space within 
Parc de la Villette seen in plan

POINTS LINES SURFACES

Fig 4. 02. The point within the 
organizational system creates a fixed 
architecture

Fig 4. 03. Lines within the system provide moments 
of traveling between structures and circulating the 
site

Fig 4. 04. Surfaces provide the ground plane within 
the organization of the points, each one unique as the 
landscape 

Parc de la Villette by Bernard Tschumi is relevant 

for this research, investigating the large scaled 

organization for public usage within Paris, 

searching for “a distinctive and innovative kind of 

park, embodying a change in social context” (20). 

Tschumi’s deconstruction of the modernists 

interpretations of space, and the resultant “formal 

constitution of the city, its typologies and 

morphologies,” (20) has led to him adopting a 

systematic superimposition of space, based upon 

points, lines and surfaces for the privatization of 

people in space:

Points  Point-like activities

Lines  Linear activities

Surfaces  Surface activities  

(Tschumi 42).

With the points becoming follies with scattered 

program, the fixed organisation of these structures 

juxtaposes people’s autonomous movements and 

freedom to invent their own spatial usages.

Fig 4. 07. Right: Peoples inhabitation of the 
surface, creating their own usages of space

PARC DE LA 
VILLETTE 
(PARIS, FRANCE)
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Fig 4. 08. Gardens in an urban context as seen above. Activating the ground 
plane in time with seasonal change.

Fig 4. 09. Above: Within the context of New York prior to revitalisation

Fig 4. 10.  The High Line in its industrial state

THE HIGH LINE 
(NEW YORK CITY, NEW YORK)

An existing elevated railway line in New York 

City left in a derelict state until the 1980’s, was 

preserved and revitalized between 2005 – 2014 

after successfully advocating for the site to be 

used as public space (Friends of the High Line). 

Its transition of a place in time, is the relevance 

to this particular research. An adoption from 

decaying overgrown urban space, to a public 

realm is admirable. It represents more than 

its original condition through remaining 

infrastructure and planting designs inspired 

by “the self-seeded landscape that grew on 

the out-of-use elevated rail tracks during the 

25 years after trains stopped running”. It is a 

successful transition from the industrial use of 

urban space in the 20th century, to an effective 

place for community and the wellbeing of 

people. The contemporary humanization of 

public space is the main desirable characteristic 

from this case, prioritizing people in our urban 

areas. 

Fig 4. 11. The Highline as seen in the human scale
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Fig 4. 12. Waitangi Parks integrates various types of infrastructure Fig 4. 13. Infrastructure accommodating the public

Fig 4. 14. Humanised ground plane 
with green or soft infrastructure

Fig 4. 15. Combining various types 
of infrastructure

Fig 4. 16. Resiliency on the coastal 
threshold, freeing the ground plane
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WAITANGI PARK
(WELLINGTON, NEW ZEALAND)

Waitangi Park, located where the Waitangi 

stream once connected with the shoreline, 

acts as a vantage to Wellington pedestrian 

orientated coastline. This site acts as a device 

for nurturing water and environments on our 

coasts, while accommodating people of the 

plane above. The resilience it creates between 

the threshold of water and land through 

environmentally friendly infrastructure is 

a desirable characteristic of this case. The 

integration of swales into the park, creating 

a system which people can inhabit, while 

water is purified leaving the land. Waitangi 

Park is an excellent demonstration of how 

we can incorporate green, soft infrastructural 

systems into the ground planes of our built 

environments

Fig 4. 17. Layers of infrastructure, freeing the 
ground plane, and building for the public on the 
threshold of land and water in a resilient manner are 
admirable for this research
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Fig 4. 18. Providing an open environment orientated for pedestrian flow 
integrates artistic perception to represent cultural and spiritual significance

Fig 4. 19. Prioritisation of people in public space 
especially for the purpose of reconnecting them with the 
coastal edge

Fig 4. 20. Adjoining planning and artistic perceptions to design 
infrastructure for people, their cultures and history

Fig 4. 21. Artistic impression bridging planning between city to sea and cultural representation over the arterial 
road.

CITY TO SEA 
BRIDGE 

(WELLINGTON, NEW ZEALAND)

Located on the waterfront, this combination of 

infrastructure and sculptures, aims to reconnect 

the civic heart of Wellington with the water’s 

edge, while simultaneously gathering ideas, 

symbols, materials and scale that common 

people can relate to. With the infrastructure 

required to function over the arterial road of 

Jervois Quay, the architects Rewi Thompson 

and John Grey took a considerate approach 

to planning the space, “being both a sculpture 

itself, and an urban ambassador for art and 

Maori aspirations to reclaim their birth right 

connection to the waterfront” (Marriage 

“Launch Pad 5”). The adjoining of urban 

planning and artistic perception translates the 

function program of a bridge into a place for 

community engagement. A place as such uses 

architecture to celebrate culture and the history 

of place through letting the artist apply informal 

and intuitive language. This gathers ideas, 

symbols, materials and scale that common 

people can relate to. City to Sea Bridge has 

been planned architecturally and made a place 

through a narrow artistic perception. This 

research differs, aiming to architecturally 

plan the space, leaving it for community to 

develop. This is desirable because it advocates 

for all those within a place to contribute to the 

architecture, opening up the scope of input and 

interpretations of a place’s identity. 
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ferry train

roading

Fig 4. 22. Circular Quay Station at the human scale 
showing its connection to the coast as well as with 
fixed and kinetic infrastructure

Fig 4. 23. Looking into the coastal transportation hub and its connection with the water’s 
edge shows its immediacy within the city centre, providing infrastructure for the cities 
 population

Fig 4. 24. Links of transport between rail road and ferry, creating a hub 
of exchange within the city centre through the cities arteries

SYDNEY 
TRANSPORT HUB 
(SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA)

Sydney’s inner city and suburban developments 

follows a meandering, non-linear topography 

which has been connected to its coastline 

through the city’s arteries with various modes 

of public transportation. Functional planning of 

the cities infrastructure creates a transportation 

hub within the CBD, lying on a reclaimed 

coastline amidst high-rise commercial 

buildings, considering both the city and human 

scale in the low-lying design. Relevance 

of this case study primarily lies in showing 

how our urban areas can provide coastal 

connections to the land through transportation 

of the environments connections as well as, 

providing appropriate built environments for 

the city and human scale

Fig 4. 25. Links of transport between rail road and 
ferry, creating a hub of exchange within the city 
centre through the cities arteries
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Fig 4. 26. Vertical Scenarios within BOOMTOWN looks into how the city of Perth can build its urban environments in this 
direction as city centres intensify and perimeters sprawl

Fig 4. 27. Middle & Bottom: As well as transportation and infrastructure on an urban scale, research considering local 
culture, ‘divercity’ horizontal scenarios, infrastructure and transport  from Wellers study 

housing

local

culture

infra-

structure

Fig 4. 28. Planning for predicted growth  
for generations to follow

2050 +
PAST FUTURENOW

Fig 4. 29. Holistically considering our 
urban environments when responding with 
architecture within the city centre

BOOM TOWN 2050
SCENARIOS FOR A RAPIDLY 
GROWING CITY (PERTH, AUSTRALIA)

‘Boom Town 2050’ by Richard Weller assesses Perth, Australia on 

its original planning and current urban condition before suggesting 

conceptually outlandish scaled scenarios to implement change, 

future proofing the city for its expected growth capacity in 2050. 

It is Weller's considerations that he assesses the city on that is 

relevant for this research. Looking at the aspects which make up 

these urban places brings together “a holistic account of the city” 

(Weller 48). The relevant sections for this research can narrowed to 

site (as a hub), growth, demographics, infrastructure, sub urbanity 

and of course transport. 

These considerations are seen as being interconnected, with growth 

and demographics changing the necessity of certain infrastructure 

and modes of transport as well as the ‘sub-urbanity’ of the cities 

fringes. Applying Weller’s thought processes to this research it is 

important to not only highlight the attributes, but also assess how 

they affect each other.

Fig 4. 30. Boom Town by Richard Weller exploring the future 
potentials for the urban coastal settlement of Perth, Australia
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Fig 4. 31. Boats and infrastructure within the enclosed city centre
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DESIGN PROCESS
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SPECULATING SITE 
AS A HUB

Developing this thesis through 

architectural design explores a 

speculative inquiry into how space 

can be organised and prepared for 

people to place make through time. The 

process focuses on the development 

of a transportation and community 

hub, to create resiliency for the inner 

city environment and its identity of 

place. Deploying this through civic 

architecture and public infrastructure 

speculates Tschumi’s ideologies for 

organisation of space, in particular 

points, lines and surfaces, for the 

autonomous inhabitation of people.  

Fig 5. 01. Initial planning behind a hub 
within the city centre coastal context

SPECULATION 1

Fig 5. 02. Looking North along the coast linetext
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Focusing on the creation of physical and 

immaterial connectivity for a hub on an urban 

scale, this stagnant inner city environment 

will become the testing ground for how this 

can be achieved. Initially testing the potential 

coastal interactions, and integration of various 

sorts of infrastructure, the design results were 

not seen as a designed environment, instead a 

speculation of the built potentials.  

POTENTIAL INFRASTRUCTURE

- Fixed

- Kinetic

- Green

- Soft

- Amphibious

Fig 5. 03. Speculating infrastructure and its 
combined potentialson the coastal edge to make 
the city function

SPECULATION 2

Fig 5. 04. Kinetic infrastructure connecting with the 
coastal edge moving with the environment through 
time

SPECULATION 3
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Juxtaposing industrial infrastructure into 

the design of public space plays on the 

irony of Tauranga’s coastal consumption in 

this day and age. Testing of how industrial 

infrastructure can be used to reconfigure and 

organise space was speculated. However, it 

started to become evident that infrastructure 

in this context operates on a much larger 

physical scale. Instead it can be used to 

support the architectural intentions, creating 

urban and coastal connectivity so that 

architecture can focus on the human scale of 

space and the representation of identity. With 

the large scale of the site in a civic context 

and the combination of infrastructure and 

architecture, it became apparent that this 

research needed to deconstruct the identity of 

place and adopt an organizational system for 

the human scale of space.
Fig 5. 05. Speculation through modelling and drawing of how dynamic 
infrastructure or architecture could integrate identity of place

SPECULATION 4
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Fig 5. 06. Speculating built potentials and program to engage with place

SPECULATION 5

Deconstructing the identity of place was achieved through the medium of imagery, observing what took place in the past and present on 

Tauranga’s historic sites and coastlines. The purpose was to break down these usages of space to the point they could be reinterpreted as an 

architectural program for contemporary and future use.

Tauranga Harbour prior to reclamation for
the Port

Port of Tauranga in its contemporary state reimagined..

Fig 5. 07. Incorporating inner city coastal usage into the design 

SPECULATION 6
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kinetic
dynamic

East coast main trunk line

Site

connectivity

kinetic infrastructure

locational identity

SPECULATION 7

Fig 5. 08. Ideas of how infrastructure could perform on 
the coastal edge of Tauranga through industrial means
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Fig 5. 09. Dancing Cranes II

SPECULATION 8
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BERNARD TSCHUMI - PARC DE LA VILLETTE
POINTS, LINES, SURFACES

Looking into a city scaled organization system for humanization of 

this site turned to the ideologies of ‘Points, Lines, and Surfaces’, 

which Bernard Tschumi adopts in his design for Parc de la Villette. 

De-constructing the modernist interpretation of spatial organization 

into a grid format, “a recognizable identity as strong as the British 

telephone booth or the Paris Metro gates” (Tschumi 42) appears 

to create civic space. Although this system may be interpreted 

as simple, once superimposed within the surfaces and lines of its 

contextual organization, its nature becomes ambiguous to the user 

of space, and unique to its site. Moving past Tschumi’s ideas of 

spatial organization a contrasting ephemerality appears between 

usage of fixed programmatic space and zoned space for impromptu 

human use. Planning the program of space within an organization 

system for people to contribute towards, is achieved by allow people 

to activate the architecture, immediately or through various periods 

of time. 

Fig 5. 10. Tschumi’s focus on the human scale within point’s lines and surfaces 

SITE ORGANISATION
human scale

Fig 5. 11. Re-considering what makes a great place when testing prioritisations of space. Generally speaking; 
Sociability, uses and activities, accesses and linkages as well as comfort and image

Fig 5. 12. Project for Public Spaces lists their 10 considerations

1. Utilize the power of 10+ (neighbourhoods with 10 places that are good)

2. Link public health agenda to public space agenda

3. Create a comprehensive public space agenda

4. Start small, experiment using a “lighter quicker cheaper” approach

5. Restructure government to support public space 

6. Improve streets as places

7. Create squares and parks as multi-use destinations

8. Build local economies through markets

9. Design buildings to support places

10. Reinvent community planning

Within this design idea of creating a city scaled organizational system for people 

to place-make their identity through programmatic uses of space, this research 

refers back to the literature of PPS (Project for Public Spaces) and MIT’s 

(Massachusetts Institute of Technology). These key attributes and considerations 

for place making in public contexts are all relevant, however the highlighted 

ideas have been chosen as most appropriate for this research on public space 

organization and its chosen context.

Integrate into design 

processes & list of 

considerations

PLACE  making
considerations
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Fig 5. 13. Initial organisations of space

 ITERATION 2

Initially organizing the site into a grid which appeared to provide open public 

space, provided an intriguing arrangement in section and plan. It appeared to 

showed a resilient configuration as well as the opportunity for people to act 

independently or as the superimposed ‘lines‘ within Tschumi’s ideologies 

allow. A systematic relevance to Tauranga’s present and future identity 

appears, creating a low-lying environment, interacting with the coastal edge, 

as well as freeing infrastructure and architecture from the ground plane, 

considerably reducing the risk from sea levels and flood. 
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Testing the increased density of points 

produces undesirable qualities of public 

space and less relevant organization to 

the identity of place becomes cluttered, 

reducing the translucency of the site and 

creating barrier to the city to sea. Within 

this iteration, the surface of the sites 

ground plane becomes free, however for 

the idea of using fixed and impromptu 

spaces for human interaction, the city 

scaled site needs to become divided and 

more autonomous. 

 ITERATION 2

Fig 5. 14. Increased density

Fig 5. 15. Viewed from the South Fig 5. 16. Viewed from the North
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Fig 5. 17. City scaled space

Reverting to the previous organization, 

it provided space for autonomous human 

movements and potential infrastructure 

for the ‘hub’. The site with this gridded 

structure responds to many aspects 

of locational identity as mentioned, 

however the organization of space usage 

for place-making and in consideration 

of resiliency needs to apply context 

and a more rigorous investigation into 

the programmatic interpretations of 

community and how the locational 

identity can generate design guidelines.

 ITERATION 3

 ITERATION 3

Fig 5. 18. Programming vertically
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Fig 5. 19. spaces to zone

Fig 5. 20. Organisation of Place’s spatial usages
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Fig 5. 21. locational identiy into design guidelines
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Fig 5. 22. Urban identity collages
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Fig 5. 23. Organisational ideas including prioritising people around the periphery of the waterfront site
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INITIAL ZONING OF SPATIAL USAGES

Beginning to contextually organise city scaled 

space for human usage, looks at how these 

generalized programs can be zoned within 

the ground plane of the site. Working with the 

urban environment uses the sites infrastructure 

of the ECTL and perpendicular streets. Whilst 

zoning the sites ground plane for usage, built 

space is simultaneously being categorized 

into designed or planned space, based upon 

the ephemerality of these programmatic 

interpretations of place. 

Fig 5. 24. Current: Initial zoning and planning of various usages of space

SITE ORGANISING / PEDESTRIANISING

 ITERATION 4
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Programmatically

 fixed space

Train Station

Ferry Terminal

Public storage (bikes, boats)

Food Production + Distribution

Public Amenity

Apartments

Ephemeral / Impromptu 

planned space

Pop-up markets

Artistic displays

Consumption

Recreation

Resultant of spacial

usage

Heritage / History

INITIAL CONSIDERATION OF
SPATIAL USAGE

Designed fixed space for 

public usage of:

Train Station

Ferry Terminal

Recreation/public storage (bikes, boats)

Food Production + Distribution

Public Amenity

Planned impromptu space 

for public usage of:

Pop-up markets

Artistic displays

Consumption

Recreation

REORGANISATION OF PROGRAMFig 5. 25. initial consideration of spatial usagE

 ITERATION 5

Programmatically

 fixed space

Train Station

Ferry Terminal

Public storage (bikes, boats)

Food Production + Distribution

Public Amenity

Apartments

Ephemeral / Impromptu 

planned space

Pop-up markets

Artistic displays

Consumption

Recreation

Resultant of spacial

usage

Heritage / History

INITIAL CONSIDERATION OF
SPATIAL USAGE

Designed fixed space for 

public usage of:

Train Station

Ferry Terminal

Recreation/public storage (bikes, boats)

Food Production + Distribution

Public Amenity

Planned impromptu space 

for public usage of:

Pop-up markets

Artistic displays

Consumption

Recreation

REORGANISATION OF PROGRAMFig 5. 26. Reorganisation of program

 ITERATION 6
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Continually re-thinking and organizing 

the usages of space between fixed and 

impromptu leads to the realization 

that program within fixed usages of 

space still exists without the human, 

however impromptu program is non-

existent when space is not humanized. 

This informs the necessity for an 

experimentation between what programs 

are needed to be fixed infrastructure or 

architecture and which can be planned 

for by the designer, and created by the 

community. 

Potential designed fixed space for 
public usage:

Train Station
Ferry Terminal

Recreation/public storage (bikes, boats)
Food Production + Distribution

Public Amenity

Fixed spaces activated by active usages for people

Public train / port train
Ferry terminal / public docking

land and water recreation equipment
Food growth and processing

Considerations

Translucency in design
Flexibility of space
Public infrastructure

Consideration for impromptu space

- Freeing the ground plane for community interaction
- Consideration of setting up/removing 

- Adapting the ground plane through time 

as environments change

Impromptu spaces activated by community

Creator or distributor / customers
Artists / general public (viewers)

Staff / consumers
Staff / customers / recreational users

  

Planned impromptu space for 

public usage: :

Pop-up markets
Artistic displays

Consumption
Recreation

Potential designed fixed space for 
public usage:

Train Station
Ferry Terminal

Recreation/public storage (bikes, boats)
Food Production + Distribution

Public Amenity

Fixed spaces activated by active usages for people

Public train / port train
Ferry terminal / public docking

land and water recreation equipment
Food growth and processing

Considerations

Translucency in design
Flexibility of space
Public infrastructure

Consideration for impromptu space

- Freeing the ground plane for community interaction
- Consideration of setting up/removing 

- Adapting the ground plane through time 

as environments change

Impromptu spaces activated by community

Creator or distributor / customers
Artists / general public (viewers)

Staff / consumers
Staff / customers / recreational users

  

Planned impromptu space for 

public usage: :

Pop-up markets
Artistic displays

Consumption
Recreation

infrastructure architecture

Fig 5. 27. Ideas to seperate space between  
infrastructure and architecture

Fig 5. 28. Right: Looking from the North, 
back towards The Strand

1. PRIORITIZING FIXED INFRASTRUCTURE 
2. INTEGRATING FIXED ARCHITECTURE
3. INTERTWINING IMPROMPTU SPACES

Potential designed fixed space for 
public usage:

Train Station
Ferry Terminal

Recreation/public storage (bikes, boats)
Food Production + Distribution

Public Amenity

Fixed spaces activated by active usages for people

Public train / port train
Ferry terminal / public docking

land and water recreation equipment
Food growth and processing

Considerations

Translucency in design
Flexibility of space
Public infrastructure

Consideration for impromptu space

- Freeing the ground plane for community interaction
- Consideration of setting up/removing 

- Adapting the ground plane through time 

as environments change

Impromptu spaces activated by community

Creator or distributor / customers
Artists / general public (viewers)

Staff / consumers
Staff / customers / recreational users

  

Planned impromptu space for 

public usage: :

Pop-up markets
Artistic displays

Consumption
Recreation

Fig 5. 29. Reconsidering the active usages of space, 
organising program depending on how it’s activated
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Fig 5. 30. Moments within the current organisation of space Fig 5. 31. Planning the fixed infrastructure leaving space in between for public usage
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Looking at the perception of firstly 

organising infrastructure based upon its size 

and scale, before the fixed architecture and 

finally the impromptu spaces. This ensures 

the infrastructure maintains maximum 

functionality and leaves space supporting 

fixed infrastructure. However, this method of 

prioritising space means the human scale is left 

to scatter amongst built forms. 

Fig 5. 32. View from the enclosed Harbour of the fixed organisation

   
  

SPRING ST.WHARF ST.HAMILTON ST.MCLEAN ST. HARRINGTON ST.

SPRING ST.WHARF ST.HAMILTON ST.MCLEAN ST. HARRINGTON ST.

MARINE 
PARADE

ECTL

WATER

LAND

THE STRAND

impromptu space integrated between
fixed program / infrastructure

Space for recreation

Consumption / socialization

Artistic displays

Pop-up markets

Public market production

Market points

Train station

Ferry terminal

Art studios

Unique program points

Public amenity

Fig 5. 33. Organisation of space in plan, prioritising infrastructure, 
planning spaces for architecture and integrating people in between

PRIORITISATION 1

HARRINGTON ST..

HARRINGTON ST..

HAMILTON ST..

HAMILTON ST..

MASONIC PARK.

MASONIC PARK.

WHARF ST.

WHARF ST.

SPRING ST.

SPRING ST.
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Once again with this experiment prioritising 

infrastructure ensures maximum functionality 

of it. However the intriguing aspect of this 

organisational system is that arranging the fixed 

architecture to provide spacious environments 

for impromptu usages in a way prioritises the 

human scale and spaces in between over the 

architecture itself. 

1. PRIORITISING INFRASTRUCTURE
2. ORGANISATING FIXED ARCHITECTURE 

TO SUPPORT IMPROMPTU SPACE. 

Fig 5. 34. Right: Testing other organisations of 
spatial usage, connecting the lines between points and 
their potentials 

PRIORITISATION 2

SPRING ST.WHARF ST.HAMILTON ST.

MASONIC PARK

MASONIC PARKHARRINGTON ST.

SPRING ST.WHARF ST.HAMILTON ST.HARRINGTON ST.

MARINE 
PARADE

ECTL

WATER

LAND

THE STRAND

Public market production

Private market points

Train station

Ferry terminal

Art studios

Unique program points

Public amenity

Recreation facility

NE

N

NW

               Artistic displays

 Space for recreation

  Pop-up markets

                   Consumption

impromptu space directed NE - NW

between gridded structure directed

towards harbour/port/mount

Fig 5. 35. Organisation of space in plan, prioritising infrastructure 
and organising fixed architecture to support impromptu space
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Fig 5. 36. Organisation and planning of 
space within the southern end of the site

Fig 5. 37. Organisation and planning of 
space within the northern end of the site
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CITY TO SUBURBIA

SUBURBIA TO THE CITY
THE QUARTER ACRE SECTION

Rethinking the point and its intended fixed 

usages of space, leads to the idea of designing 

the point so it has the ability of housing various 

fixed program. With the point becoming a 

fixed architecture which is flexible in its 

programmatic usages it allows impromptu 

space within the systematic organisation of the 

grid to be prioritised. With the development in 

the design it shifts reliability of the architecture 

and the impromptu spaces to the community to 

activate the architecture.

Fig 5. 38. The Borough’s original 
settlement planning, divided into  
0.1 hectare sites (1/4 acre)

Fig 5. 39. Integrating Tschumi’s gridded system at quarter acre sections, a spatial division of suburban 
space within Tauranga Borough

SPRING ST.WHARF ST.HAMILTON ST.HARRINGTON ST.

MARINE 
PARADE

ECTL

WATER

LAND

THE STRAND

SPRING ST.WHARF ST.HAMILTON ST.

MASONIC PARK

MASONIC PARKHARRINGTON ST.

Art studios

Unique program points

Public amenity

Public market production

Market points
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SPRING ST.WHARF ST.HAMILTON ST.HARRINGTON ST.

MARINE 
PARADE

ECTL

WATER

LAND

THE STRAND

SPRING ST.WHARF ST.HAMILTON ST.

MASONIC PARK

MASONIC PARKHARRINGTON ST.

Art studios

Unique program points

Public amenity

Public market production

Market points

ORGANISATION 1

PRIORITISATION 3

Fig 5. 40. Elevation from harbour revealing where impromptu spatial usage can occur 
on the surfaces, between the point SPRING ST.WHARF ST.HAMILTON ST.HARRINGTON ST.

MARINE 
PARADE

ECTL

WATER

LAND

THE STRAND

SPRING ST.WHARF ST.HAMILTON ST.

MASONIC PARK

MASONIC PARKHARRINGTON ST.

Art studios

Unique program points

Public amenity

Public market production

Market points

Fig 5. 41. Plan view of current spatial organisation
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MARINE 
PARADE

ECTL

WATER

LAND

THE STRAND

SPRING ST.WHARF ST.MASONIC PARKHAMILTON ST.HARRINGTON ST.

SPRING ST.WHARF ST.HAMILTON ST.HARRINGTON ST. MASONIC PARK

Applying the line to the point grid, creates a 

city scaled organisational system connected 

through horizontality at elevations of 3m and 

6m. This creates the opportunity for private/

public through verticality. Using height to 

allow public and private fixed space as well as 

public impromptu space.

Fig 5. 42. Connecting the points at 40 x 25m sections through lines for circulation on 
the upper levels and division of the impromptu spaces on the ground plane

ORGANISATION 2

MARINE 
PARADE

ECTL

WATER

LAND

THE STRAND

SPRING ST.WHARF ST.MASONIC PARKHAMILTON ST.HARRINGTON ST.

SPRING ST.WHARF ST.HAMILTON ST.HARRINGTON ST. MASONIC PARK

Fig 5. 43. Elevation and plan of the proposed organisational system
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DESIGNING THE POINT

Developing the point within the programmatic organisational system initially looks into creating a 

three or four storied, free from the ground plane. Within the pod, for it to work with the planning for 

spatial use, it needs to contain various space sizes to accommodate private and public usage as well 

as various fixed programs.

Creating a form for the architecture on the point, looks into creating an industrialised aesthetic 

growing up from ground plane, representative of the urban revitalisation and resiliency this system 

creates for community, and against the environmental expectations for our coasts.

Fig 5. 44. Sketching initial ideas 
for the point within the system

Fig 5. 45. Transforming the point into an industrialised 
aesthetic and beginning to integrate design influences

Fig 5. 46. An architectural typology designed on the focused threshold between land and water. 
“Opened in 1893 by Arthur Blundell who had managed the Maori flour mill at Wairoa, the Waimapu 
Flour Mill was washed away in the Great Flood of 1907”  
 
(Tauranga Kete, “Waimapu Flour Mill, Tauranga (1892-1907”)

PRIVATE/PUBLIC/GROUND

Fig 5. 48. Vertical programming

Fixed infrastructure to design

Train station

Ferry terminal

Produce/goods production

Programmatic abilities of point

Art studios

Public amenity

Unique program points

Public market points

Private
Public
Recreation

Fig 5. 47. Incorporating programmatic abilities/flexibility into point
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Fig 5. 49. Further testing of different typologies and spatial capacities through verticality 

Testing the point to accommodate more space considered industrial aesthetics, freeing the ground 

plane and creating various floor sizing’s. This design test provided insufficient relevance creating 

a disconnection between the point and the city scaled o¬¬rganisational system. Focusing on the 

human scale and flexible floor sizing’s creates various levels of activation and social interaction 

between inhabitants. 

Fig 5. 50. Testing various intimacies of space through 
expanding the point horizontally

Fig 5. 51. Chosen typology to develop further 
into the organisational system
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SPLITTING THE POINT

Architecturally integrating this city scaled organisational system needs to move past superimposing 

the point, line and surface and see how these attributes can be connected. Doing so to create one 

united architecture, representative of resiliency from future environmental expectations and the 

collective community of place. 

Integrating the lines into the point dissects it in quarters, creating walkways through the centre of the 

architecture. This connection between points and lines in Tschumi’s considerations creates increased 

intimacy and inhabitancy, activating the architecture. 

Fig 5. 52. Plan view considering splitting the pod or working arond it for the walkways Fig 5. 53. Integrating life into the pod

THE STRAND

MARINE 
PARADE

ECTL

WATER

LAND

THE STRAND

SPRING ST.WHARF ST.HAMILTON ST. MASONIC PARKHARRINGTON ST.

Fig 5. 54. Prioritising the lines within Tschumi’s ideologies into the 
point for circulation and intimacy of space within the point

PRIORITISATION 3
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Fig 5. 55. Developing the point
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Fig 5. 56. Freeing the ground plane only 
taking up space for the columns and seismic 
bracing within the structure

Fig 5. 57. Plan view showing the paths 
intersecting with the structure

Fig 5. 58. Translucency of the top of the 
structure, an important design interpretation 
of place

Fig 5. 59. Development of the pod being dictated by the organisation system, and aspects of 
place has resulted in a humanised elevated timber structure with flexible programmatic abilities

THE POD

Designing a structure which integrates the design 

guidelines generated from Taurangas locational 

identity¬, resulted in creating a humanised architecture 

on the point, which can be replicated to accommodate 

the programmatic usages in the pod. Intimate interior 

environments with the ability to be used for the three 

generic programs of arts, markets and public amenity, 

each contain a division between private and public 

space through verticality of the architecture.   

Fig 5. 60. Above: Division between private and public spaces 
through the use of verticality

Fig 5. 61. Right: Exploded imagery revealing the variety of 
spaces within the pod for various levels of intimacy and privacy
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Fig 5. 62. Speculating how people can make place out of the space 
provided by the pod and organisation
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Fig 5. 63. Section of the pod, revealing the gradual increase in space moving vertically. Interior 
walkways, circulation and vertical pulley systems can also be seen,  

for people to activate the architecture

Fig 5. 64. Example of the lower spaces within the pod for public 
usage of space within an intimate environment

Fig 5. 65. Upper floor for privatised public usage with the division 
of space into two areas with the central line acting accommodating 

movement of people
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Fig 5. 66. Pod elevations from the back and side showing the 
characteristics and design principles implemented within
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Fig 5. 67. Perspective of the front elevation Fig 5. 68. Perspective of the back elevation
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Fig 5. 69. Initial planning of rail infrastructure accommodating industrial and human usage within Fig 5. 70. Planning of spatial usage within the ferry terminal and connection between land and water
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Designing the infrastructure around the 

existing East Coast trunk line, creates 

an interaction between the two. Looking 

at creating infrastructure primarily to 

reduce the public’s dependency on 

the motor vehicle, the design attempts 

to provide an appropriate scale to 

accommodate this function.Fig 5. 71. Initial ideas and design of the train station in plan, working along the ECTL

SEA 
SIDE

Fig 5. 73.  View along the railway line, exposing translucency and exterior nature of the infrastructureFig 5. 72. Walkways up to the higher levels, to enter the system of space
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Fig 5. 74. Model displaying the view from Tauranga Harbour of the organisational system combined with the infrastructure

MARINE 
PARADE

ECTL

WATER

LAND

THE STRAND

SPRING ST.WHARF ST.HAMILTON ST. MASONIC PARKHARRINGTON ST.

Train station

Ferry terminal

Recreational facility

Fig 5. 75. Superimposing initial ideas of infrastructure into the organisational 
system with usage of transportation and recreation
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When the infrastructure is 

superimposed into the organisational 

system, consideration is moved to the 

integration of the public infrastructure 

and community architecture, it creates 

undesirable space for a civic context. 

The resultant space created prioritises 

the infrastructure out scaling the 

community architecture, an undesirable 

trait for this research. This forges the 

need to design the infrastructure around 

the human scale and integrating it into 

organisational system. 

Fig 5. 76. Left: A look from above of the current ideas 

Fig 5. 77. Infrastructure and points connecting with the coast

Fig 5. 78. Looking South along the coastline Fig 5. 79. Looking North along the coastline
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Finalising testing of the city scaled 

organisational system, looks into 

prioritising the grid and points for 

community architecture, then integrating 

the infrastructure within.  This prioritisation 

of the human scale throughout the entire site 

creates maximum potential humanisation 

within the cities civic environment, while 

helping to mitigate the urban issues 

present. The creation of this design 

becomes representative of how the coastal 

threshold on our coastal settlements within 

urban environments should be prioritised 

around people and community. 

Fig 5. 80. Rethinking the prioritisation from rail to people within the infrastructure, reconnecting people with the water’s edge

Fig 5. 81. City to sea infrastructure 

Fig 5. 82. Plan view of the organisation prioritising people in the site, 
even within the infrastructure before integrating with the points

Fig 5. 83. Assessing it’s relationship with people
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Fig 5. 84. Proposed organisation of space with 
pedestrian heritage linkages connectinng to ‘The Hub’
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Fig 5. 85. View showing the integration of the infrastructure into the organisational 
system of space, prioritising people in all aspects of the design

Fig 5. 86. Axonometric revealing the final organisation for community inhabitation, 
creating impromptu spaces for community engagement and reconnecting the city with its 
waterfront
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Fig 5. 87. Southern End

ORGANISED SYSTEM FROM THE WATERFRONT

Fig 5. 88. Middle

Fig 5. 89. Northern End

Fig 5. 90. Proposed organisational system from above 
showing the connection to the water
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Fig 5. 91. The organisational system and it’s condition without human inhabitation
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Fig 5. 92. Tauranga Borough in its original setting Fig 5. 93. Imagining how this organisational system would appear from Tauranga Harbour
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Fig 5. 94. People making place
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Fig 5. 95. Showcasing the designs resiliency 
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Fig 5. 96. Combining infrastructure, connections to the water and ‘The Pod’
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Fig 5. 97. Views from the elevated walkways showing the variety of 
spaces within the organisational system

Fig 5. 98. Upper floor within ‘The Pod’
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Our coastal settlements enriched in history and heritage, need 

to be prioritised around people as we move in to the future. 

The industrial beginnings within New Zealand, primarily in 

the 20th century has transitioned effected inner city coasts 

into stagnant and underutilised environments, influencing 

their sense of place. With the growing population of Tauranga, 

this coastal issue in the decentralising city centre needs 

addressing to reduce the continual effects acting against urban 

and community progression. Responding to the wider urban 

context, condition and identity through the human scale in 

civic architecture is an important concept within these growing 

environments, to reduce the commercialisation of such places 

and shift focus back to the community. ‘Place-making Through 

Time’ responds to these coastal issues within our urban 

environments through the use of place identity as a catalyst. 

The result is a human prioritised city scaled organisational 

system that becomes the backdrop for community to 

consciously and subconsciously engage with place and each 

other.  A structured space, engrained with the programmatic 

spatial usages from the past and to be informed, shaped and 

adapted by community in the future  has been created, with the 

intention of facilitating community ownership of place and place 

identity rather than the designer dictating such aspects through 

representation. This structured arrangement allows community 

to interact on an urban scale as well as at a more intimate scale, 

prioritising people and their autonomous movements in our 

cities, having positive effects for the wellbeing as a collective 

and individual. Considering public space at multiple scales in 

this research, speculates a built environment which combines 

architecture and infrastructure to consider the city and human, 

simultaneously. 

With expected environmental impacts on our coasts, the 

consideration of freeing the ground plane provides an open 

level to accommodate the uncertainties of what could occur 

and when. This also influenced the community orientated 

CONCLUSION

design, reconnecting the city to sea through infrastructure and 

private or public modes of water transport rather than through 

direct pedestrian access to the water’s edge. Other conclusions 

drawn from this partial phenomenological architecture, when 

grounding a project as such into a real world context, to mediate 

the urban issues stated is it requires ongoing community 

engagement. For community to activate the public architecture 

programmatically for spiritual, social and functional purposes 

differs to community activating the architecture through 

management, administration and care. An architectural research 

as such needs to be taken further and rigorously investigated 

to be tailored to the specific context and function with the 

assistance of community.  This leads to the realisation that this 

project only touches on the necessary research for a project of 

this scale to begin the direction of its development.

With the analysis of place and the real world characteristics 

of New Zealand inner city coastal lines, there are limitations 

surrounding the architectural research’s speculative design 

inquiry and its scope. The findings and speculations imagine 

a phenomenological urban environment, when the realities 

of such a place and the dynamic functions of a collective 

community do tend to differ. However, such research assesses 

the potentials of architecture to respond to real world contexts, 

in preparation for the discussed future expectations.

Other limitations lie in the research’s application to other 

New Zealand coastal settlements. With the natural make-up of 

these environments being unique to their location, the design 

decisions and responses to place are related closer to its context. 

Although there is a displacement between the applications of 

the research to Tauranga compared with other New Zealand 

coastal settlements, the literature provides a framework of 

considerations as to how architecture can respond. 

The collective research of a contextual response to Tauranga 

and considerations for other New Zealand coastal settlements 

produces a broad scope of research. This has limitations 
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surrounding the specificity of the research, while 

simultaneously providing other potential topics for 

application. 

Architecturally addressing this response to an urban 

environment through community engagement results 

in consideration of many topics, broadening the scope 

of the research. Its relevance to society or anthropology, 

built or natural environments, collective community 

as well as contemporary and future urban spatial 

prioritises. Accounting for our urban environment 

in a holistic manner as such provides several other 

potential applications for the research, allowing it to 

create awareness surrounding the many characteristics 

which can affect our physical and social environments. 

Advancing this research into the future could take 

many directions depending on the desired scope. A 

project of this scale can be used broadly, assessing 

the many considerations and their application to 

other New Zealand coastal settlements. However, the 

desired pathway would be for the research to advance 

in relation to the place of Tauranga itself. It would be 

most beneficial relating this thesis to Tauranga with 

the external and internal findings primarily responding 

to its context. Advancing this particular project in the 

future would be desirable to assess how this idea of 

city scaled organisation of public space truly works in 

a real world context, and the implications that develop 

within and around the architecture through time. 
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FIGURE LIST
UNATTRIBUTED FIGURES BELONG TO THE AUTHOR

INTRODUCING PLACE

Figure I.  Circa 1910. The Strand & original settlement viewed from the end of Wharf St. 
Sourced: Scenes of Old Tauranga, (Unpublished private historic photo collection)

Fig. 1.02. Circa 1910. Kawhia Pa towards Kawhia Harbour. 
Sourced: Alexander Turnbull Library Ref ½-019363-F

Fig 1.03. Circa 1830. Kororareka in the Bay of Islands. 
Sourced: Alexander Turnbull Library Ref: PUBL-0115-1-front

Fig. 1.05. Sketch of the mission house as seen from the north in 1848 and landing of local people 
Sourced: (Brown and the Elms, 29). Book

Figure 1.06. Tauranga Borough in 1864 around the time of the battle of Gate Pa and arrival of the military 
Sourced: Web https://nzhistory.govt.nz/media/photo/tauranga-1864

Fig. 1.07: Tauranga Borough’s intial man made connections from city to sea. 
Sourced: Web. http://tauranga.kete.net.nz/image_files/0000/0001/3186/Tauranga_harbour_c_1908_99-58_large.jpg?1333073165.

Fig. 1.08. Circa 1920. Tauranga Borough viewed from The Strand 
Sourced: Scenes of Old Tauranga, (Unpublished private historic photo collection) Tauranga Heritage Collection Z123/6

Fig. 1.09. Circa 1900 The Strand, Tauranga from the northern end 
Sourced: Scenes of Old Tauranga, (Unpublished private historic photo collection) Tauranga Heritage Collection A514/14

Fig. 1.10. Tauranga Borough Map. Sir George Grey Special Collections, Auckland Libraries, NZ Map 3647. 
Sourced: http://www.aucklandcity.govt.nz/dbtw-wpd/exec/dbtwpub.dll?BU=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.
aucklandcity.govt.nz%2Fdbtw-wpd%2FHeritageImages%2Findex.htm&AC=QBE_
QUERY&TN=heritageimages&QF0=ID&NP=2&RF=HIORecordSearch&MR=5&QI0=%3D%22NZ%20Map%203647%22

Figure 1.11. Fisherman near 1st Avenue, with local community bath in background 
Sourced: Scenes of Old Tauranga, (Unpublished private historic photo collection) Tauranga Heritage Collection 1915 J3 28A

Fig. 1.12: Tauranga – Mount Ferry Service, established by the Faulkner Brothers. 
Sourced: http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-cBL5zDxLuU0/Tj3Q6u26TXI/AAAAAAAADDM/S8dOceKDh54/s1600/_MG_1995.jpg
Fig. 1.13. P-class racing. 
Sourced: (Rendell, 111) Book.

Fig. 1.14. Borough from above. 
Sourced (Rendell, 9) Book.

Fig. 1.15. Northern view of Tauranga Strand and the wharf extended out of Wharf Street. Mount Maunganui can be seen in the 
background 
Sourced: Scenes of Old Tauranga, (Unpublished private historic photo collection) Tauranga Heritage Collection J3/31A.

Fig. 1.16. Wharf Street Wharf, sorting goods. 
Sourced: Scenes of Old Tauranga, (Unpublished private historic photo collection) Tauranga Heritage Collection 45/2.

Fig 1.17. 1922. Railway bridge construction, southern end of The Strand 
Sourced: Scenes of Old Tauranga, (Unpublished private historic photo collection) Tauranga Heritage Collection A664/4A.

Figure 1.18. Circa 1920. Railway construction and land reclamation 
Sourced: Scenes of Old Tauranga, (Unpublished private historic photo collection) Tauranga Heritage Collection A664/12.

Figure 1.19. Construction of the first wharf on the Mount Maunganui side of the Tauranga Harbour 
Sourced: Web. https://www.port-tauranga.co.nz/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/Old-Port.jpg.

Fig. 1.20 Construction of the first deep water wharf in front of the monumental Mount Maunganui 1953. 
Sourced: (Rendell, 77). Book.

Fig. 1.21: Mount Wharf and Rail Bridge construction Early 1920’s.
Sourced: Scenes of Old Tauranga, (Unpublished private historic photo collection) Tauranga Heritage Collection A379/10A

Fig. 1.22: Laying concrete on the 1st 1270ft of Sulphur Point. 
Sourced: Web. https://www.port-tauranga.co.nz/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/Laying-concrete-on-1st-1270-ft.. Sulphur Point 
reclamation 1976.
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Fig. 1.23: Tauranga Peninsula naturally growing prior to full reclamation for the Port 
Sourced: Web. https://www.port-tauranga.co.nz/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/SP-April-76.jpg

Fig. 1.24: Central Tauranga in 1943 Sourced: (Mapi, Tauranga City Council Historic Aerials) Web.

Fig. 1.25: Central Tauranga in 1959 Sourced: (Mapi, Tauranga City Council Historic Aerials) Web.

Fig. 1.26: Central Tauranga in 1977 Sourced: (Mapi, Tauranga City Council Historic Aerials) Web.

Fig. 1.27: Central Tauranga in 2011 Sourced: (Mapi, Tauranga City Council Historic Aerials) Web.

Fig. 1.28: Central Tauranga in 2015 Sourced: (Mapi, Tauranga City Council Historic Aerials) Web.

Fig. 1.29. View from the garden at The Elms looking north off Tauranga Peninsula prior to reclamation. 
Sourced: (Brown and the Elms, 29). Book.

Fig. 1.34. Sulphur Point within Tauranga Harbour. Sourced: Web. LINZ Data

Fig. 1.41. Imagery highlighting threshold along coast of Papamoa and sprawling condition. 
Sourced: Web. LINZ Data.

Fig. 1.43.¬ Roading infrastructure. Sourced: Web. LINZ Data

Fig. 3.01. The Virtuous Cycle of Place making. Revealing the unstructured organisation of place making. 
Sourced: (MIT, page 12).

Fig. 3.02. MIT discusses the importance of people and their input. Sourced: Web. (MIT, page 4)

Fig. 3.03. PPS revealing the key attributes, intangibles and measurements of ‘place’. 
Sourced: https://i1.wp.com/www.pps.org/wp-content/uploads/2009/12/diagrams-03232015-08.png

Fig. 3.04. People inhabiting space to make place. Sourced: (MIT, 1)

Fig. 3.05. PPS believes that having 10 attributes at the various scales is what makes successful places resilient. 
Sourced: Web. https://i2.wp.com/www.pps.org/wp-content/uploads/2009/01/powerof10-PPS.png

Fig. 3.06. 10 considerations for creating successful public spaces. 
Sourced: Web. https://www.pps.org/reference/squaresprinciples/

Fig. 3.07. Engaging with community through the human scale, allowing them to take part in the design process. Sourced: (MIT, 16)

Fig. 3.08. Castello diagrams how place making and place marketing are made up of the same concepts and considerations, 
explaining the ease in ruining place for local interaction. Sourced: (Castello, 112)

Fig. 3.09.  Implications on coasts. 
Sourced: http://royalsociety.org.nz/media/2016/05/Climate-change-implications-for-NZ-2016-report-web.pdf

Fig. 3.10. NZCCC outlines the uncertainties of our coastal environments moving into the future.
Sourced: https://www.niwa.co.nz/sites/niwa.co.nz/files/NZCCC%20Summary_IPCC%20AR5%20NZ%20Findings_April%20
2014%20WEB.pdf
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Fig. 4.01. A posing Tschumi. Sourced: (Migayrou, Tschumi, 20) 

Fig. 4.02. The point within the organisational system creates a fixed architecture at gridded intervals 
Sourced: (Tschumi Parc de la Villette, 88).

Fig. 4.03. Lines within the system provide moments of travelling between structures and circulating the site 
Sourced: (Tschumi, 126).

Fig. 4.04. Surfaces provide the ground plane within the organisation of the points, each one unique as the landscape 
Sourced: (Tschumi, 165).

Fig. 4.05. Tschumi’s idea of program on the ‘surface’ of his organisational system prioritising people Sourced: (Tschumi, 171)

Fig. 4.06. Artistic impression in plan of the superimposed organisational system. Sourced: (Tschumi, 138)

Fig. 4.07. People inhabiting the surface. Sourced: http://www.tschumi.com/projects/3/

Fig. 4.08. Gardens in an urban context as seen above, revitalising the highline. 
Sourced: https://foursquare.com/v/high-line/40f1d480f964a5206a0a1fe3/photos

Fig. 4.09. The High Line within the context of New York prior to revitalisation 
Sourced:https://s3.amazonaws.com/production.files.thehighline.org/page_panels/page_panels_template_d/right_
image_1436827714.jpg

Fig. 4.10. The Highline during its previous industrial condition.
Sourced: https://vintageeveryday.files.wordpress.com/2011/06/high-line-manhattan-17th-street.jpg

Fig. 4.11. The Highline as seen in the human scale
Sourced: https://static01.nyt.com/images/2012/08/02/garden/02HIGHLINE_SPAN/Highline1-superJumbo.jpg

Fig. 4.12. Waitangi Parks integration of various types of infrastructure. 
Sourced: http://www.waal.co.nz/wp-content/gallery/urban-design-waitangi-park/wp_01.jpg

Fig. 4.13. Infrastructure accommodating the public. 

CASE STUDIES

Sourced: http://www.landezine.com/index.php/2016/10/waitangi2/waitangi-06-bridge_photo-simon-devitt/

Fig. 4.17. Layers of infrastructure, freeing the ground plane. 
Sourced: http://www.landezine.com/index.php/2016/10/waitangi2/waitangi-09-gravingdock_photo-simon-devitt/

Fig. 4.18.   Providing an open environment orientated for pedestrian flow
Sourced: https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/736x/6d/96/dc/6d96dc7e7f026eb98426411f5191424e.jpg

Fig. 4.21. Planning of a connection between the city and sea over the arterial road below with artistic influences. 
Sourced: https://juliennedickey.files.wordpress.com/2015/06/para5.jpg 

Fig. 4.22. Imagery within Circular Quay Station at the human scale showing its connection the coast as well as with infrastructure 
and vessels. 
Sourced: http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-rDeLZomz79E/UR1hZxYTaII/AAAAAAAAE08/UPPNRcQsJM0/s1600/IMG_9481.JPG

Fig. 4.23.  Looking into the coastal transportation hub and its connection with the water’s edge shows its immediacy within the city 
centre, providing the infrastructure for the largest population.
Sourced: http://www.leeduguid.com.au/gallery/albums/australia/Sydney-Ferry-Australia-NSW009.jpg

Fig. 4.25. The transportation linkage of rail, ferry and road within its urban context.
Sourced: https://beyondtheflow.files.wordpress.com/2014/11/dsc_5889.jpg.

Fig. 4.26. Vertical Scenarios within BOOMTOWN looks into how the city of Perth can build its urban environments in this 
direction as cities intensify. Sourced: (Weller, 365)

Fig. 4.27.  Considering local culture, ‘divercity’ and horizontal scenarios from Wellers study. 
Source: (Weller, 59, 83, 131, 261, 289).

Fig. 4.30. Boom Town by Richard Weller exploring the future potentials for the urban coastal settlement of Perth. 
Sourced: https://d4rri9bdfuube.cloudfront.net/assets/images/book/large/9781/9214/9781921401213.jpg
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Fig. 5.10. Tschumi’s focus on the human scale within point’s lines and surfaces. 
Sourced: (Tschumi Parc de la Villette, 72)

Fig. 5.12. Project for Public Spaces lists their 10 considerations. 
Sourced: https://www.pps.org/reference/squaresprinciples/

Fig. 5.38. Tauranga Borough Map. Sir George Grey Special Collections, Auckland Libraries, NZ Map 3647. 
Sourced: http://www.aucklandcity.govt.nz/dbtw-wpd/exec/dbtwpub.dll?BU=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.
aucklandcity.govt.nz%2Fdbtw-wpd%2FHeritageImages%2Findex.htm&AC=QBE_
QUERY&TN=heritageimages&QF0=ID&NP=2&RF=HIORecordSearch&MR=5&QI0=%3D%22NZ%20Map%203647%22

Fig. 5.46. Maori flour mill at Wairoa, the Waimapu Flour Mill was washed away in the Great Flood of 1907. Sourced: http://
tauranga.kete.net.nz/image_files/0000/0005/6606/THE_OLD_FLOUR_MILL_ON_THE_WAIMAPU_RIVER__TAURANGA._large.
jpg

Fig. 5.93. Fig. 1.07: Tauranga Borough’s intial man made connections from city to sea. 
Sourced: Web. http://tauranga.kete.net.nz/image_files/0000/0001/3186/Tauranga_harbour_c_1908_99-58_large.jpg?1333073165.
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